iCalendar Relations
XML REFERENCE

- Suggestion that text be added to security section warning of XML security issues

- Haven’t located anything to copy or reference other than WebDAV warnings about XML entities.

- When the value is a REFERENCE type the targeted data is an XML document or portion thereof. Consumers need to be aware of the security issues related to XML processing - in particular those related to XML entities. See RFC4918 - Section 20.6
LINK relations

• This spec is updating link relations - RFC 8288
• Mark Nottingham raised some issues
  • Should be serialization of RFC 8288
  • or - define own registry
• Already close to serialization
  • Use LABEL for title - title* etc not needed?
• Prefer not to define own registry.
• Need to define context - the calendar entity.
Useful LINK relations

• A number of existing relation types appear useful in calendar context - especially event publication.
  • author
  • copyright
  • payment
  • privacy-policy
  • terms-of-service
  • webmention